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·SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS OF UNBRACED FFMIBS 
by 
. Paul W.. Reed 
., 
An analytical procedure is presented for determining approximate 
of individual stories in an unbraced rr.ulti-storv 
nonproportional combined loadingo ~he procedure 
second order P-~ effecto 
axial 
This is shown to affect 
::-:1.c use of general parameters ~or 
allows all regions of the frame to 
These parameters can be conservatively chosen, th~reby 
analysisQ Also, simplifying assumptions make the 
direct tabular computation9 
individual.story behavior obtained by this method has been 
two full f'rame analyses, considered more exacto The 
good agreement of resu~ts, indicating that this 
accurate and conservativeo The results therefore 
suitable for checking frame strength and stiffness~ 
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1 
·ABSTRACT 
procedure is presented for determining approximate 
., 
of individual stories in an unbraced multi-story 
nonproportional combined loadinge The procedure 
sway subassemblages and considers the second order P-11 effect. 
axial 
significantly horizontal drift of a. story and is also sho~m to influence 
The use of general parameters for 
t, 
allows all regions of the frame to 
be conservatively chosen, thereby 
analysise Also, simplifying assumptions make ~he 
to apply to direct tabular computationo 
individual story behavior obtained by this method has been 
two. full.frame analyses, considered more exacte The 
The results therefore 
is suitable for checking frame strength and stiffness. 
. . 
I 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
a predominant structure for housing 
Plastic methods may offer economy in the design 
of tall buildings, and simplified methods 
these criteria are metG Therefore, this thesis 
to simplify and to make more general a method to 
called the sway subassemblage method of analysis& 
gives the utmost aid to the engineer to 
behavior of bare steel multistory 
contribution lies in its simplistic approach to 
smaller units which can be more easily handled 
of a highly redundant frameo 
.the digital computer has immensely aided the analysis 
·structures.; ... ··ho.· wever, · often with ''canned'' programs, important structural 
. 
. 
an_alysis may be lost without proper scrutinye On 
close examination of a 
one story~ which manifests the use of 
It can be applied either by hand 
digital computer. It 
story of a frame and 
a.n easy means·of judging frame strength and 
subassemblage method relies upon the division of a 
which are easily analysed, it is noticed that the 
I . 
I 
' 
' I. 
Design 
3 
the potential for redesign once criteria have 
stiffnesso The potential to achieve an improved 
safetvo .., 
An extensive elaboration on the preliminary design of unbraced 
Any method 
Driscoll (S) 
may be used to select 
and Hansell (9) present 
procedures 9 using the technique of plastic moment balancing,, 
balancing method bases the design on formulation of 
and plastic girder mechanismo The procedure for the design 
Instead of calculating a required . ' . - ; 
. 
plastic moment for selection of girder sections, the plastic moment 
to find maximum end moments for a beam to form a combined 
· (8 9) 
.. ·. From formulae ' the maximum end moments for a 
These moments are called "limiting moments'' 
beam in that only these moments define a 
Later·in. this paper, these are used to find th~ 
of the beams of a sway subassemblageo 
·Scope 
purpose of this thesis to improve the sub.assemblage 
the approximate analytical method for predicting the 
0 The modification to the 
that accuracy is improved and that the method is made 
that improvement will be within the scope of specific 
4 
is therefore not exact but is shown ., 
estimate strength and stiffnesso 
0 
original method is altered in two wayso First, the 
is not restricted 
·This assumption is made general in order to handle most 
Second, the original approach made use of charts to 
Hand calculation is shown to be accomplished 
. tabular computation without using design chartse Also, 
applied the subassemblage method to digital computer by using 
The direct computation worked for hand 
is.applicable to digital computer without need of the 
,. . 
·approacho 
expanded to include the effect of axial shortening 
Total frame behavior influences the strength and 
shorteningo The inclusion of this 
the method more reliable. 
understanding the method and applying it to 
Hence, this thesis solely intends to present 
approach to improve its accuracy and to 
easy method to applyo 
5 
·THE SUBASSEMBLAGE METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
' 
.This chapter will make modification to the subassemblage method 
It will explain 
A generalization of the method 
to most regions of a frameo The method will be 
of view that simplifying assumptions make direct 
Application to computer can allow the 
in a more sophisticated manner without as many 
is a model to represent the relationship between 
for a particular story of 
The assemblage consists of floor beams and a portion 
to assumed inflection 
in Fig0 2el.· Different boundary conditions could be 
Past analyses of 
that most middle and lower stories 
near midheight and actually most inflection points 
The method of analysis in this thesis uses the 
Each column will have an inflection point at a 
centerline of the floor girderso The value of n is 
for typical lower and middle stories& 
I 
I 
. ' 
6 
assemblage is further separated .into smaller models called 
Each subas_semblage consists of one column and either one 
., 
the column top as shown in Figo 2o2e The 
assumed to sit on roller supports. 1·1oment 
the beams is simulated by springs, idealizing 
and allowing beam end rotationo The sway 
possible model for calculating the load 
of the assemblageo 
Furthermore, the load-deflection 
to get the complete load~ 
influence of floor beams on the subassemblage is to provide 
the columnG The restraining 
is found using the following expression 
·.= K EI9 
L 2 .1 
factor for the· beamo In this thesis the follo'tving 
perfectly plastic moment-rotation relation is 
stiffness K is assumed to equal 600 to wor~ 
The stiffness is modified 
. SC::cording to formulae by Danials (4) to work the problem by 
If a plastic hinge forms at one end of 
at the other end~ 
.. 
rotation 8 (clockwise rotation is taken as positive 
the end of the member) is assumed equal for each end 
the girders of a subassemblage... At formation of a 
plastic hinge, the rotation is assumed to be unrestrained 
... 
· for ·any. further increment of rotatione 
·-· 
shortening is neglectedo 
Column 
7 
column of a subassemblage is restrained by the floor beams 
\ 
. 
permitted to displace laterally. Each column shear Q is expressed 
equilibrium equation for the freebody of the column shown in Fig. 2.3. 
Q 
-· . . . . -
.... . -~. 
M 
u 
a,h - P(~) 
end moment on the col11mn 
column thrust 
story lateral displacement 
.· story · height 
decimal portion of story height from the top of the 
column to an assumed inflection point 
moments are determined from the equilibrium of 
2.2 
3e4e The sum of column end moments 
equals the sum of beam end moments at the joint 
~L + ~R 
I 
end moment left of joint 
end moment right of joint· 
8 
M is assumed to be a portjon ~ of the restraining u 
M 
r 
-
to equal - OoS for typical middle and lower 
2.4 
showed this assumption to be conservativee For analysing 
stories, another assumption for~ could be madea 
free body diagram ~in Fige 2.3 of the 
the compatibility relationship: 
of the joint 
chord of the column segment and the 
centerline at the jointo 
restrained column y is a function of the 
and the axial thrust Pc A method to relate the moment-
charts by Daniels~ Armacost 
the curves prepared 
the curves closely approximated 
of the curveso These expressions have been 
and have been made appropriate for strong and weak 
flange sections by the following: 
1\ 
'I 
.I 
I 
cth 
( 25-22 : ) - 72 X 10-.~ 
Y· 
st:r:ong axis bending 
·r y 
bending· 
p + 
p 
y 
2 
(h) - 6.0 X 10-S 
r y 
in each column is assumed to be constant for 
as was done by Daniels. A preliminary design 
9 
t.o find these column thrusts. A conservative estimate is 
the girder end moment sum caused by lateral force to be 
· . ·•· diSt:a:-ibuted to each· girder in. proportion to their limiting end moment sum. 
load bv 
end moment sum by its length. These vertical shears 
top floor downward and are added to the column thrusts 
at each floor level to get the column 
loadingCD 
for Subassemblage Analysis 
to find the load-deflection behavior of an 
It is remembered that this method is a 
method because distributed gravity load is 
and. subsequent lateral load is.found for a certain 
is not incremental as was presented by 
• 
10 
summarized below in four steps: 
Determine the initial moments on the beams under factored 
., distributed gravity loadc A one-story moment distribution 
end moments under no lateral loado The 
· limiting moments for the floor beams are found as described 
_in Chapter ·1. Each column limiting moment equals the reduced 
plastic moment under its factored axial forceG The initial 
·.·values of shear resistance Q are found for each col11mn from 
:Eqe 2o2 under no sway deflection., 
Each subassemblage is analysed separately to find its load-
deflection behavioro This step consists of determining the 
sequence of plastic hinge formation as each increment of 
.-
- . rotation changes beam end moments from the initial state 
under vertical-load to the final combined load state .. The 
·· initial beam end moments are subtracted from the corresponding 
· '
11
'limiting moments'' to find the possible change in moment to 
form a plastic hingee The amount of relative rotation 9 
found by using Eq. 2.1. 
rotation for all beam ends controls and the 
rotation is used to find the change of moments 
· These changes of beam moments are then added 
state to determine the new moments on the 
The restrained column end moment is found 
After formation of a plastic hinge at some 
subassemblage, the stiffness is reduced to zero ,,-, 
11 
This is the same as inserting a real hinge. 
·. A change of stiffness at other locations of the subassemblage 
.. may be necessary after a plastic hinge has formed.. For 
., 
example®·if a plastic hinge forms at one end of a beam, the 
stiffness at the other end is reduced to K=3oOG The process 
· of finding new moments and rotations for each successive 
... plastic hinge is continued up to formation of a subassemblage 
The rotations and column moments are saved and 
used in the next step. 
resistance and drift index are next calculated at 
't 
formation of each plastic hingeo The drift index is found 
2o5 where Q is knovm from (2) and y is found using 
-
Finally, the subassemblage shear resistance is 
. calculated from Eqe 2o2, using the values of column moment 
The monotonic relationship of 
horizontal shear versus drift is available and shows the 
completeload-deflection response of the subassemblagee 
to obtain the load-deflection curve of the 
is noticed from the equation for equilibrium of the restrained 
is 
an.assumed point of contraflexure lower than the true 
critical parameter is the value of a. o For a.. 
a calculated value of shear will be less than 
I\' 
I 
I 
Thus, the calculated value for strength 
The choice of this parameter becomes very 
the analysis i~~higher or lower than 
12 
fixed base bottom story columns, the parameter~ is 
·Under no lateral load, the point of contraflexure of a 
column may exist below midheighto Application of lateral 
in the point of contraflexure climbing towards the column top. 
curvatureQ For single curvature, 
actually lies ~bove the column topo The 
analysis.presented in this thesis for a bottom story would 
la.1:ge variation of inflection pointo But, a reasonable value 
safe analysis as long as it is assured that the 
assumed a.e ·· Then, even the case of single 
result in a conservative analysiso 
and lower stories the assumption that a=Oo5 is 
conservative horizontal shear 
estimates 
This thesis intends to show that sway deflection is 
,, previous uses 
as a drift estimatec 
' . ' 
13 
IN THE SUBASSEMBLAGE ANALYSIS 
extend the analysis of the assemblage to 
shorteningo The assumptions to separate 
the analysis very simplee They clearly 
of the assemblageo 
below the true inflection 
of the end 
safe proportion 
The use of these assumptions also makes 
the 
the assemblage is considered, the resultant sv1ay 
Also, additional moments are caused by 
straina This chapter describ·es an approximate 
the effect of chord drift in the subassemblage analysis .. 
--Affected 
chord drift would be on relatively tall 
of multistory frames. 
drift was minimal under 
story 
for a 
to assign relative importance to this effect. 
.I 
f 
J 
',, 
Ii 
·:It' .• 
.. 
,) ':'. 
14 
of relatively high vertical dimension. It is 
to include the effects of chord drift in the sway 
of analysis. 
., 
Shortening of Columns 
shortening affects the strength and 
two wayse First, the differential shortening 
assemblage due to a geometric change of the 
As shown in Figo 3ol, the 
ED has caused the top of the frame BCFE i 
to story ABEDo This horizontal deflection 
geome-tric change in the frameo With a much larger and 
It is assumed that the 
the·defection of the frameo 
caseso 
A deformation 
onto the 
load in the columns is constantly varying 
For simplicity, it is 
the columns is constant under combined 
The column thrust for combined load is found, 
15 
2, by distributing the moments in a story 
load in proportion to their limiting end moments a The 
columnthrusts·P are achieved only for combined load mechanism, 
be a conservative set of forcese Then, the 
strain equals 
...... 
..... 
p 
. AE 3.1 
is formulated by applying a unit lateral 
level in the opposite direction, shown in 
loads in this manner, a deflection of only 
This deflection is a relative deflection of one floor 
The column axial forces due to the 
developed by 
force·. in a column is taken as proportional to the 
and the distance from the column group centroidal 
of the equilibrium system in one line of 
all columnso Thereby, the relative horizontal 
... is a summation of axial force due to unit load times 
.strain of each .column up to the floor level that 
the following: 
deflection due to column axial shortening has been 
C To use this deflection 
that the deflection due to axial shortening 
I 
16 
(F=l.3). Furthermore, after reaching the 
t.o axial shortening is assumed 
the cglumn equilibrium equation 
Relative magnitudes of Eq. 2.2 show 
is not significantly reduced when this effect is 
·part for the inclusion of axial shortening in the 
analysis is described hereino As shown in 
settles a distance~, the frame ABCD is subjected to sway V 
are subjected to bending beyond any loading conditiono 
·to·column shortening in a multistory frameo Application 
differential joint displacement, resulting from 
this joint displacement causes additional moment. 
loading, the previously mentioned assumption 
differential settlement ~j of joints 
the equation 
distribution will give a final 
m9ments caused by.axial shorteningo To include 
that these 
analysis as described in Chapter 2e 
I 
' . 
17 
.. 
demonstrate the use.of the subassemblage analysis as 
Chapter 2 and to show the effects of column axial shortening, 
example is provided in the following chaptero 
... 
I 
.. ' 
.. ' 
18 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
subassemblage method described in the preceeding 
Several load deflection 
presented for comparison with 
story behavior calculated by other methodso 
Figo 4ol uses the geometry and loading of 
The original example showed the 
of a braced frame; the example in this thesis shows a nelv 
,, ' (9) plastic procedures - of an unbraced frame Q It is a ·three-
. frame with distributed toads using steel with a 
and it is designed such that the bare steel skeleton 
all loadingso The beams were designed using clear 
considered for both beams and 
to la3 times the working 
condition, and is equal to 
corresponding to the gravity loading casee 
preliminary, and as such, secondary checks have 
The member sizes are shown in Tables 4ol and 4.2 
4.3e The design is used to check 
subassemblage method to analyse framese 
effect.ively the use of the assemblage for 
drift, the subassemblage method is compared 
and Parikh's elastic-plastic analysis of 
19 
developed at Lehigh UniversityG The sway 
lateral shear resistance of the frame and sway 
deflection of stories a.s plastic hinge formation progresses to the point .. 
Parikhvs analysis provides a proportional loading 
it is used to check the 
deflections of individual storieso 
comparisons of these analyses will consider strength and 
criteria for adequately judging frame behavior. 
\ is the main concern for judging the story drift 
drift index 
thesis anv reasonable drift index will be considered cl 
criterion for strength for combined load analysis 
resistance available in the frame0 The shear 
should be greater than the design ultimate 
To be conservative the shear resistance 
should be less than that found by overall 
Shortening 
of column axial shortening in the subassemblage 
significant in earlier references~ To 
drift using the subassemblage method of 
the example frame is analysed both neglecting 
effecto In Fige 4o2 the load-deflection curves are 
---------~~~~ ~ ~ 
' . 
20 
plotted on the vertical axis, is the shear 
on the horizontal 
story 
.,. levelo The two curves are very similar in shape. 
dr.ift shows an increase in sway deflection between 
not be neglectedo 
shear resistances for the two curves are nearly the samee The 
slightly when chord drift is 
significantly affected& The 
of plastic hinges for each subassemblage is sho'Cm in 
in subassembla ges 
C, it is,noticed that inclusion of chord 
of the two subassemblages rather than 
This results from the 
interior beam due to differential 
interior columns; thus it took much more positive rotation 
beam0 With increased positive 
form firsto Hence, the 
shortening on an assemblage is an increase 
and overstressing. occurs at different 
were obtained for other floor levels~ 
Analysis Compared to Other Methods 
load...,..deflection curves for several different floor 
using the simplified subassemblage approach and using 
described earliero For convenience, the story 
.. 
.. 
21 
analyses are compared in three parts of the frame: 
storieso 
., 
Lower Stories 
·404 the load-deflection curve of floor level 19 compares 
method of overall frame 
load deflectiono All analyses include the 
shortening0 For the subassemblage method, 
f3 of Eqs o 2 o 2 and 2. 4 are assumed to equal O .. 5 .. 
evidento t The sway increment method shows larger 
the point where the frame lost stiffness and the 
telling nothing further about the story behavior. 
as expected from 
The subassemblage approach also provides 
of the lateral forc,e, and thus sho'\vs 
behaves when separated from the frame o The 'tvorking load 
the same for both methods and is slightly less than the drift 
Parikh's analysiso 
17 and 14 are shown in 
Both curves of the subassemblage approach 
The maximum lateral 
The subassemblage method still indicates 
ultimate load, showing that the story 
The working load sway 
I 
. . 
22 
17 for the subassemblage approach is the same as for 
analysis although less than for the sway increment method. For 
theworking load sway deflection is slightly greater for the 
than for Parikh's analysiso These results show 
is very closely approximated by the subassemblage 
for floor level 10 are shown in 
is assumed to equal OGl6 for this levele The 
conservative in showing less strength than the 
conservative in showing a greater 
·Parikh 9 s analysis or the sway increment 
results at this level is partly due to 
Also, the 
sway caused by chord drift is conservativeo 
upper stories is generally controlled by the 
and, as such, combined load analysis may not be 
the transition from the gravity load controlled 
controlled region may not be readily apparent. 
the upper stories for the combined loading case, different 
and 13 may be necessaryo 
-load-deflection curve for floor level 6 is sho"Wn in FigQ 4~8~ 
assumed to equal 0.75 
The subassemblage analysis 
shear resistance and it is in very good agreement 
; . 
23 
. 
-
increment method. The working load deflection is the 
The assumption of n proves to be acceptable 
analysis for thi~~ region of the frame. 
curve for floor level 2 is shown in 
is assumed to equal Oo75 which is the same as 
The initial part of the curve agrees exactly \vith the S'\vay 
the working load drift index is the same as Parikh vs 
lateral load of the subassemblage approach is much 
calculations in the sway increment methodo The sway 
stopped earlier due to frame failure at another location 
information of the complete behavior 
-Thus, the subassemblage method gives a complete curve, 
uncertain if the true behavior is given beyond the results 
... .• 
However, so near the top of the frame, the 
be exact because this region is undoubtably 
gravity loading. 
of column axial thrusts is made at factored combined 
in Tabo 4.3 for the several analyses of floor 
-190. The column thrusts were computed by Parikh's 
these thrusts were considered constant. The 
reasonably closeo The thrusts in the leeward 
are greater for the subassemblage analysis@ 
constant for each floor level results 
_interior and exterior columns carrying less thrust for the 
I 
I 
24 
The.leeward columns therefore will show conserv-atism 
is considered in the subassemblage approach~ 
comparison of the cumulative shortening of the columns below 
The two methods compared are the Parikh analysis and the 
approach. The downward joint displacements 
axial forces in columns are 
This indicates that the differential joint 
the 
in finding fixed ended moments' due 
of Analysis 
analysis, a one story assemblage 
This approach has a similar assumption 
assumes the location of inflection point 
This is more restrictive than the 
although it has been sho"WT~ 
and lower regions of the frameo (4) A 
assemblage analysis to the subassemblage 
Previously, the maximum lateral load for the 
the entire frame 
more conservative than the 
Analyses of other middle and lower levels also 
I • 
. I •" 
25 
in this approach. 
study, it is noticed that the subassemblage 
due . to s.implifying assumptions and, as such, it 
to be exacto The results of the comparisons show 
.simplified method·shows conservatism for both strength 
It, therefore, proves that if a floor level analysed 
to be satisfactory, then the level will be ' . 
in context with the entire frame • 
• 
26 
·sUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
the purpose of this thesis to extend the 
unbraced frameso The analysis is used 
The possible use 
separating an 
This could allow use of the 
upper stories or bottom story as well as for 
which use the midheight as the inflection 
shortening was extended to the 
The sway subassemblage method is considerably 
of a direct computation for finding the minimum 
This is applicable 
the highly 
small amounts as suggested 
curve of an assemblages 
results of a design example given for an 
it. can.be concluded that: 
• 
of column axial .shortening is not considerable 
lateral load capacity of an assemblage. The 
is an increase of lateral deflection, and over-
different parts of the assemblage causes a change 
plastic hinge formation~ 
----------~~~-
• 
of point of inflection at midheight makes the 
subassemblage approach conservative for middle and lo,ver 
27 
For ·other than lower and_, middle stories, a choice 
· of et below midheight helps to make the analysis more reliable. 
possible for a choice of inflection 
below the actual point of inflection& 
comparison with more exact overall frame analyses sho"tvs 
subassemblage approach is conservative in 
both lateral load capacity and horizontal 
deflectiono Therefore, ·the s:i..mplified approach can be 
evaluate the behavior of unbraced framesQ 
I:, 
I 
,.' 
··i 
' :! 
,; 
, 
'ii ·. 
'I ,, 
NOMENCLATURE 
sections; 
.,,. 
.. . 
-· 
moment-rotation-thrust of a column; 
.· Beam· end moment ; 
Reduced plastic moment; .· \. 
thrust; 
axial yield load; 
force on a column; 
gyration, x-axis and y-axis; 
portion of story height from the column top to an inflection point; 
portion of the sum of beam end moments at a joint, to equal the column top moment; 
of the column top relative to the 
joint. 
28 
29 
., 
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7. TABLES 
I. 
Beam Sections for Example Frame 30 
. 
. 
. 
. Level AB and CD BC .. I .. · .. 
·. 
.·· 1. W16x31 W10x21 ·. . . · . 
. ·· 2 W16x31 W12x22 . · . .. 
. · 
3 Wl6x36 ·,w12x22 . . 
.· ·. 
4 Wl6x36 Wl4x22 . · .. . . 
. 0 
5. ' Wl6x36 Wl4x26 . ' .. . . . . 
. 
. · ' 
6 W16x36 Wl4x26 
. ' 
. • 
.. 
·. 
.. 7···. Wl6x40 W14x26 .· . .. · .. .. . 
. · 
. 
.. 8 Wl6x40 W14x26 . . .. . . . 
9 . . Wl6x40 
· W14x26 .· .... · . ' . : . . .· 
.,· 10 Wl8x40 W16x26 ... · . 
·'· 
·. 11 W18:x40 Wl6x26 . .. 
' 
. 
I 12 Wl8x45 W18x35 .. . .. ,. . 
. 
' . 
·.13· Wl8x45 Wl8x35 . . . . 
. 
14 Wl8x45 Wl8x35 . . . . 
. 
· 15. W21x44 W18x40 · .. . .. 
;' ' 
' 16 W2lx44 Wl8x40 . 
' 
' •· 17· .. W2lx44 W18x40 
·. 
. 
18 Wl8x55 W18x55 .. 
. 19 Wl8x55 W18x55 
I ' 
.. 20 Wl8x55 W18x55 
. · 
' 21 W2lx49 W21x49 
' 
22 W2lx49 W21x49 .· .. . · 
·. 
-23. . W2lx55 W21x55 ,· ' 
. 24 W2lx68 W2lx68 . :·· . . . . . .·. 
·.. 
.. 
. 
. 
. ~ '~ 
. 
• 
\ 
I . 
. 
. 
Level 
. 
. • 
1 
. 
2 
. . 
3· 
. 
. 
. 4 
.. 
5 
. 
. 
6 
.· 
7 
8 
9 
10 .· 
. 
. 
· 11 
12 . 
· . 
. 
. 
- 13 . 
. 
14 
.. 
. 
. 
· 15 
. 
.. 
' 16 
·.17 
. 
18 . 
19 
.. 
. 
20 
. 
21 
·.· 
·22· 
. . . 
23 
•. . 
.· . 
. 
. 24 
. ·· . 
' .· 
\- 31 Column Sections for Example Frame 
A and D Band C 
W12x40 W12x40 
Wl2x40 lrJ12x40 
W12x40 
··Wl2x40 
Wl2x40 W12x40 . 
Wl2x58 W12x58 . 
Wl2x58 lfi2x58 
W12x79 Wl2x79 
Wl2x79 W12x79 
Wl2x85 Wl2x85 
· Wl2x85 W12x85 
Wl4xlll Wl4xlll 
W14xlll W14xlll 
~ 
- Wl4xlll W14xll9 
Wl4xlll W14x119 
W14xl27 W14x136 
W14x127 W14xl36 . 
, 
Wl4xl50 W14x158 
Wl4xl50 Wl4x158 
W14x158 W14x176 
W14xl58 W14x176 .· 
W14x176 Wl4xl93 
Wl4x176 W14x193 . 
Wl4x219 W14x237 
Wl4x219 Wl4x237 
. 
32 Working Gravity Loads For Example Frame 
(a) Beam Loads (K/ft) . . . 
.. 
. · 
Level Ab and en· BC ·.· ·. . . 
. 1 2.34 2o34 ·. ·.·· . . . .· 
. 2 2o32 . 3o94 .• . . • .. 
. 
. '. 
. -. .. . .. -
·(b) Joint Loads (kip) 
.. 
. 
. Level A and D B and C 
. 
' . 
. . 
.. 1 8063 ? 2Q43 . . . 
. ··. 
2 20039 3o05 . :: -., . . 
. 
I 3--22 15097 
-lol9* 
.. 
. . . 
. 
' 
23-24 16e46 
-Oe89* ' 
• 
to live load reduction in columns 
• 
.. 
. 
I 
• 
.. 
. . 
. Level 
. 
4.4 Axial Loads on Columns for Factored Combined Loading 
Column Axial A Load Below Level 
. . 
Colca Colo Colo C Colo D A B (kips) . ,. ·. . 
2 97o4 11404 102e8 103ol .. 
: 
. 
·. 
. 
.. 
6 
10 
14 
17 
· . 
19 
. 
.· 
· .Level . 
.. 
i 2 · 
'6 ' 
. 
. . 
, ,, 10 · 
. 
. ·· 
.• 
14 
17 
19 
282Q2 J24o~ 30802 31905 
45·9c6 51907 54002 556u0 
626e3 684ol 804.9 803.,2 
745e9 78607 102307 99507 
82007 837el 1188e3 112700 
t 
. B Column Axial Load Below Level 
ColQ A Cole B Colo C Colo D 
.(kips) 
98o2 
28008 
450G5 
·604a4 
7llo4 
77809 
2·9s G 3 
49000 
65702 
33107 
565.9 
82608 
32502 
57106 
83306 
76003 104307 104006 
81008 120702 118101 
A Parikhis Analysis 
Estimate for Subassemblage Analysis 
.. 
------------ ~~ 
-
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. 
I·. 
. Level 
. 
2 . . 
. 
6 
. 
. ····.10 
' 
·•. 
· 14 I 
I 
. 
·· 17 
I 
··19 
' .. 
. . . 
. 
. ' . 
Cumulative Shortening 
Combined Loading 
Displacement Below Level A 
Jtol Jto2 Jto3 Jte4 
., (inches) 
. lo53 le57 lo89 le95 
loJJ loJ4 · 1068 lo73 
lo07 le05 lo4 lo43 
008 0.75 loQ] lolO 
Oo58 Oo52 Oo80 Oo8l ' 
Oa44 Oca39 Oe62 Oa62 
Displacement Below Level B 
;Jto I Jt., 2 JtoJ Jte4 (inches) 
le49 1051 le97 2o03 
la27 lo28 lo7J lQBO 
lo02 laOl lo43 loSQ 
Oo76 Oo73 lo09 lolS 
· Oo54 0.51 o~s1 Oo85 
Oo4l 06138 Oe62 Oo65 
.for Subassemblage Analysis 
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Figc. One-Storv Assemblage 
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Figo 4c2 Load-Deflection Curve of Level 14 
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4.3 Order of Plastic Hinge Formation 
for Level 14 
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